
NAME OF ADJUDICATOR: Adjudicator Name
DATE OF PRODUCTION VIEWED: Date you viewed production
NAME OF PERFORMING SCHOOL: School
TITLE OF PRODUCTION: Production

In this space, make a quick POSITIVE overall statement about the theatrical event that you experienced. (2-3 sentences)

School SCORE

Use of theatrical space to create the design.
(were all locations represented; was the space overly cramped or unnecessarily drawn out; were moveable set pieces practical 
or cumbersome; were sightlines clear with multiple levels provided if necessary)

0

Design specifics: location, period, social status, and theatrical style.
(could you tell where you were without having to think about it; were furniture choices appropriate given the characters who 
owned them and the time period; did things look too clean or too dirty when they shouldn't; did interiors reflect high or low 
income backgrounds; was scene painting appropriately realistic, stylized, abstract, cartoon-like etc.; did signs and lettering 
appear appropriately professional and of the right period; were backdrops appropriate to the overall design)

0

Set Dressing.
(was there trim around doors and windows; were walls and/or shelves noticeably barren; was an attempt made to establish 
exterior locations with shrubs, streetlamps, etc.; were lamps, radios, etc., of the right period)

0

Set Construction.
(did the walls shake when doors were used; were seams hidden; were platforms secure or did they rock noticeably; did 
transitional set pieces move smoothly and quietly; did the wall decorations shake & bounce when doors were used; were 
shelves hung evenly; were cords taped down and well hidden; were stand-alone pieces in danger of tripping up actors or 
snagging costumes)

0

Degree of difficulty given chosen script and limitations of the venue.
(were there a lot of locations needed; were the dimensions of the playing space constrictive; did the script and/or production 
style require high or low levels of realism; could the set be attached directly to the stage/existing walls)

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

School SCORE

Design coverage
(were there areas in darkness where actors were working; was there light spilling into areas we shouldn't see; were there a lot 
of inappropriate shadows; did spotlights keep up with the action and hit the right spots)

0

Design moods and atmosphere
(was it limited to a general wash and how appropriate was the chosen color; was time of day being reflected; were gobos used 
to effect where they could be; were light levels and spotlights being used to focus attention)

0

Design of transitions/set changes
(were they using slow fades or bump-outs; were the cross-fades of an appropriate speed; were they using full blackouts 
between scenes and were they necessary)

0

Rate the degree of difficulty given the chosen script and limitations of the venue.
(how many lighting instruments were available; where were they located in relation to the stage and set layout; was it a "lights 
up/lights down" show or were there frequent transitions; how many locations/time changes were required)

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

School SCORE

Sound effect choices.
(did phone rings, doorbells, automobiles, etc. occur as needed and were they the right style; were voiceovers and/or off-stage 
recordings used as needed; did actors make references to sounds that did not occur)

0

MET Music Awards Ballot 2017-2018

SCORING: 1 = poor, 2 = unsatisfactory, 3 = satisfactory, 4 = good, 5 = excellent, 6 = outstanding   YOU MAY USE DECIMALS

** TECHNICAL **

SET DESIGN

LIGHTING DESIGN

SOUND DESIGN

In this space, please comment on the SETTING AND LIGHTING DESIGN. PLEASE SPEAK ABOUT THE SUCCESSES AS WELL AS THE SUGGESTIONS YOU MIGHT MAKE TO ENHANCE THE 
PRODUCTION FURTHER. 

OVERALL WELCOMING OVERVIEW



Ambient sound choices (pre-show, transitions, intermission)
(was pre-show and intermission music used and was it necessary; was music and/or sound used to cover scene changes; was 
ambient sound used to underscore scenes when appropriate)

0

Sound effect execution
(were the recordings of high quality or noticeably "fake"; were volume levels appropriate and did sounds come from proper 
locations; were transitions unnecessarily jarring; were fades and cross-fades smartly used)

0

Microphone usage
(were mics used and were they necessary; did they use area mics or body mics and were the proper areas/actors addressed; 
were mics well balanced or was there a lot of feedback and/or volume changes)

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

School SCORE

Individual costume choices
(were actors dressed appropriately for their age, profession, social background, time period; were costume changes used 
where necessary/possible; did you get a feel for who people were just by their clothing)

0

Overall design
(were supporting characters treated equally with leads in regards to detail; were color choices consistent with the production 
style or were they all over the map; did uniforms match; was there an interesting variety)

0

Costume fitting
(was clothing too tight or too baggy; was sewing skillfully done or could you see hanging threads, sloppy hems, raveling seams; 
if quick changes were required were they effectively executed or were they cumbersome and/or took too long; did actors 
appear comfortable moving or were they restricted by clothing)

0

Rate the degree of difficulty given the requirements of the script and the production concept.
(was it a small or large cast; were there a lot of costume changes required and were some of them quick changes; was the time 
period a difficult one to match; did costumes need to be handmade or were they off-the-rack types)

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

School SCORE

Basic use of Make-Up.
(was base make-up used effectively to reduce skin glare and make eyes pop; was "street make-up" used where appropriate to 
enhance and support character; were scars, wounds and other effects rendered as needed)

0

Basic treatment of hairstyles.
(were hairstyles & facial hair choices appropriate to time, period, and character background; were wigs and extensions used to 
overcome limitations of an actor's natural hair; was hair pulled back or did it obscure actor's faces)

0

Special effect Make-Up and Wigs/Beards etc.
(were make-up effects like scars/wounds/bald caps convincing; was age make-up well executed or was it obvious to the 
audience; did wigs fit properly and did they appear realistic)

0

Rate the degree of difficulty given the requirements of the script and the production concept.
(was it a small or large cast; were there specific make-up challenges like bruising or stitches; did hairstyles appear to require 
elaborate set-up; how far away was the cast from the audience)

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

School SCORE

Props requirements
(was everything present that was called for by the script; could you tell what items were supposed to represent; did functioning 
props like appliances or firearms actually work; was food edible as needed or was eating mimed)

0

Period Props 
(were guns of the right type and era; did dishes and utensils match and did they appear to be appropriate for period and/or 
social standing; were items to scale or were sizes intentionally exaggerated)

0

Props consistency
(did they only address the script requirements or were additional props used to enhance character or situation; did they 
sometimes use glassware and sometimes plasticware; were some items real while others were mimed)

0

COSTUME DESIGN

In this space, please comment on the COSTUME/MAKEUP/HAIR DESIGN. PLEASE SPEAK ABOUT THE SUCCESSES AS WELL AS THE SUGGESTIONS YOU MIGHT MAKE TO ENHANCE 
THE PRODUCTION FURTHER.  

MAKE-UP & HAIR DESIGN

PROPS COORDINATION

In this space, please comment on the SOUND DESIGN. PLEASE SPEAK ABOUT THE SUCCESSES AS WELL AS THE SUGGESTIONS YOU MIGHT MAKE TO ENHANCE THE PRODUCTION 
FURTHER. 



Rate the degree of difficulty given the requirements of the script and the production concept.
(were there a lot of props needed and/or used; were they common and/or easy to find items; was functionality required or were 
they merely for "show"; was it necessary to match a specific time period)

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

School SCORE

Calling and Executing Cues
(did sound cues come too late or too early; were light changes lagging behind leaving actors waiting for scenes to end; were 
cues called with regard to how the audience was responding with laughter and/or applause)

0

Scene Change "Choreography"
(was the crew of sufficient size; were they making a lot of unnecessary noise; did the pattern of crew movement make it easy 
for them to execute their assigned tasks efficiently and quickly or were they in each other's way; Did the venue have elements 
that supported efficient scene changes such as a fly system, deep wing space, and multiple travelers or was is a basic facility)

0

Cast & Crew Preparation
(did actors make entrances on time and with the appropriate props; was crew seen when they shouldn't be; was there an issue 
with backstage noise; was the production hampered by an air of backstage chaos)

0

Rate the degree of difficulty given the requirements of the script and the production concept.
(how big was the cast; were there a lot of sound and light cues; were there many scene changes and how elaborate were they; 
was it a large venue where communication may be limited)

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

TOTAL FOR ALL TECHNICAL CATEGORIES 0

SCORE

Volume & Diction
(were volume and projection sufficient or overbearing for the playing space; were diction and articulation clear and were they 
overdone; were accents authentic; were accents easily understood)

0

Physicality
(did they carry themselves appropriately for social background and/or age; were physical deformities or limps 
believable/appropriate; was an attempt made to enhance characters with body language, style of walk, gestures, etc/ were they 
comfortable on stage; did they carry or mime props believably.)

0

Character Development & Consistancy 
(were physical and vocal choices logical and clear; was there a sense of who the people were/where they were from; did the 
characters grow and change appropriately as the story developed; were specific traits maintained throughout)

0

Clear & Strong Objectives
(were intentions and motivations clear; was there appropriate urgency in going after what they wanted; were they attempting to 
move the story or just repeating dialogue; were they fully invested in their characters' needs)

0

Listening Skills
(were they absorbing and reacting to what's being said or simply listening for a cue; were reactions appropriate; did 
interruptions come at the right time; was emotion being matched when it should; was physical interaction genuine)

0

Ensemble Playing
(were they upstaging others; were the performances scaled correctly given role in the story; was focus being directed to central 
action; was there a sense of honest relationships existing; were they a cohesive unit or off on their own)

0

Acting Style
(was drama being turned into melodrama; was a comedic style apparent; were they on the same stylistic page as others; were 
comedic elements undermining dramatic moments; was comedy sacrificed for unnecessary "realism")

0

Effective Choreography to Convey Character and Story.
(were they experiencing a moment or performing a routine; were they emotionally connected to their dance movements; were 
they skilled enough to pull off the moves assigned to them)

0

In this space, please comment on the PROPS DESIGN. PLEASE SPEAK ABOUT THE SUCCESSES AS WELL AS THE SUGGESTIONS YOU MIGHT MAKE TO ENHANCE THE PRODUCTION 
FURTHER.  

ACTING - RATE THE STRENGTH OF LEADING AND SUPPORTING ROLES ONLY

STAGE MANAGEMENT/STAGE CREW

IN THIS SPACE,  COMMENT ON THE STAGE MANAGEMENT AND SET CREW.  PLEASE SPEAK ABOUT THE SUCCESSES AS WELL AS THE SUGGESTIONS YOU MIGHT MAKE TO 
ENHANCE THE PRODUCTION FURTHER. 

** PERFORMANCE **



Singing Performance
(were they sacrificing character in order to "sing it pretty" and was that appropriate; were they infusing emotion in their singing 
or just hitting notes; does the singing feel like an organic part of the story or an interruption)

0

Pacing/Audience Interaction
(were cue picks-up timely; was the speed of the action in line with the type of story being told; were key moments being blown 
right through; were they holding for laughs when necessary; were they overdoing the pauses)

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

SCORE

Volume & Diction
(were volume and projection sufficient or overbearing for the playing space; were diction and articulation clear and were they 
overdone; were unmic'ed actors projecting for sound balance.)

0

Physicality
(did they carry themselves appropriately for social background and/or age; were physical deformities or limps 
believable/appropriate; was an attempt made to enhance characters with body language, style of walk, gestures, etc/ were they 
comfortable on stage; did they carry or mime props believably.)

0

Clear & Strong Objectives
(were intentions and motivations clear; was there appropriate urgency in going after what they wanted; were they attempting to 
move the story or just repeating dialogue; were they fully invested in their characters' needs)

0

Listening Skills
(were they absorbing and reacting to what's being said or simply listening for a cue; were reactions appropriate; did 
interruptions come at the right time; was emotion being matched when it should; was physical interaction genuine)

0

Ensemble Playing
(were they upstaging others; were the performances scaled correctly given role in the story; was focus being directed to central 
action; was there a sense of honest relationships existing; were they a cohesive unit or off on their own)

0

Effective Choreography to Convey Character and Story.
(were they experiencing a moment or performing a routine; were they emotionally connected to their dance movements; were 
they skilled enough to pull off the moves assigned to them)

0

Choral Work
(was choral work well blended; were interesting harmonies developed; did choral work add to the numbers or overwhelm them; 
was there a sense of vocal dynamic at play; were group numbers synchronized and pleasing)

0

Pacing/Audience Interaction
(were cue picks-up timely; was the speed of the action in line with the type of story being told; were key moments being blown 
right through; were they holding for laughs when necessary; were they overdoing the pauses)

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

School SCORE

Dancer Preparation
(were they performing moves crisply and/or gracefully; were they in sync with fellow dancers; did they appear to be searching 
for the routine in their head; were they staring at their feet or looking at fellow dancers for their next move)

0

Dance Ability
(were they assigned moves they clearly weren't capable of performing; were allowances made for height/weight of specific 
dancers; was focus placed on more skilled dancers or was the ensemble unnecessarily treated as an equal)

0

Effectness in enhancing the story and/or songs.
(were dance moves from the right period; was the style appropriate for the type of show; did movement enhance the songs or 
was it distracting; did dance moves inhibit actors from singing and/or acting effectively during the number)

0

CHORUS ENSEMBLE

In this space, comment on the overall acting strengths and weaknesses of the CHORUS.

DANCE ENSEMBLE

In this space, comment on the overall acting strengths and weaknesses of the LEADS and SUPPORTING ROLES ONLY. 



Degree of Creativity and Artistry.
(was the choreography inventive and exciting; was the playing space used effectively; were dancer positioned to make 
interesting and artful visuals; was dance necessary where it was used; was it interesting)

0

Rate the degree of difficulty given the requirements of the script.
(was the required choreography extensive; did the show require multiple, complex dance sequences or just minor movement 
dances)

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

School SCORE

Orchestra Skill and Preparation.
(was the chosen instrumentation right for the style of music being played; were the musicians skilled; was the band tight and 
playing together; were they playing with passion and energy or just "doing their job") PRE-RECORDED TRACKS SCORE 4.

0

Singers & Orchestra Working Together.
(were they on key; were the beginnings and endings of songs crisp and synchronized with the orchestra; did the singers appear 
to be struggling with following the musicians; if a pre-recorded track was used, was the operation in sync with the actors)

0

Singers & Orchestra Sound Balance
(was one element overpowering the other in volume and or energy; were the musicians in synch with the singers; was 
underscoring overwhelming the scenes; did the two units appear to be well rehearsed and working together as one)

0

Rate the degree of difficulty given the requirements of the score.
(was the score complicated to play; was the instrumentation complex; did the show require a large orchestra or just a small 
combo; was a pre-recorded track used) PRE-RECORDED TRACKS SCORE 4.

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

School SCORE

Understanding of the Material and Faithfulness to the Story.
(is the focus on the key elements and moments; are characters well defined and accurate; is the emotional arc clear; were 
nuanced details acknowledge and addressed; is it clear the director understands the story they are telling)

0

Chosen Performance Style
(were they going for realism or theatricality and did it work; was the acting style in line with the story being presented; were 
there clear themes and motifs in the visual and aural elements; was the production cohesive in it's look/feel)

0

Effective Design Elements
(were set locations fully realized; were lighting and sound used to enhance moods and environments; were costumes, hair and 
make-up used to effectively establish character and setting; did the tech overwhelm the acting)

0

Blocking
(was the entire playing space used; did blocking show motivation and discipline; were interesting and artful stage pictures 
created; were sightlines maintained; were actors positioned to upstage themselves or others)

0

Actors' Character Success
(could they pull off the specific age or type the story required; were lesser skilled actors pushed into prominent roles; were they 
capable of performing in the desired style; did they "get" the comedy; could they "handle" the drama)

0

Use of Chorus
(were chorus members engaged in the action; were they in character as they entered and exited the stage; was their singing 
character driven or simply pretty; did they FRAME the action well)

0

Overall Effectiveness of the production as both entertainment and an artistic expression.
(did it make you laugh/cry/feel/think; did it meet the demands of the material and/or overcome it's shortcomings; was it tightly 
constructed, well balanced, and artfully rendered; did it appear polished and thoughtfully crafted)

0

TOTAL SCORE 0

ORCHESTRA

DIRECTION

Please comment on successes and weaknesses of the Music Director's handling of the actors with the orchestra.

In this space, please comment on the Dance Ensemble and the execution of the choreography.



TOTAL FOR ALL PERFORMANCE CATEGORIES 0

OVERALL SCORE (Percentage out of 100%) 0.0

COMMENTS: Please talk about the successes and weaknesses of the directorial concept and execution.


